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FREE PRODUCTS OF TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS
WITH CENTRAL AMALGAMATION.II
BY

M. S. KHAN AND SIDNEY A. MORRIS
Abstract.
In Free products of topological groups with central amalgamation. I, we
introduced the notion of amalgamated free product of topological groups and
showed that if A is a common central closed subgroup of Hausdorff topological
groups G and H, then the amalgamated free product GuA H exists and is Hausdorff.
In this paper, we give an alternative much shorter (but less informative) proof of this
result. We then proceed to describe the properties of GuA H. In particular, we find
necessary and sufficient conditions for G uA H to be a locally compact Hausdorff

group, a complete metric group, and a maximally almost periodic group. Properties
such as being a Baire space and connectedness are also investigated. In the case that
G, H and A are ^-groups, the topology of GnA H is fully described. A consequence
of this description is that for A:„-groups GuA H is homeomorphic to (G XA H) X
F(G/A A H/A), where G XAH is the direct product of G and H with A amalgamated, and F(G/A A H/A) is the free topological group on the smash product of

G/A and H/A.

1. Introduction and preliminaries. In 1950 M. I. Graev [4] proved that the free
product of any two Hausdorff topological groups exists and is Hausdorff.
In [9] we considered amalgamated free products of topological groups, which are

defined as follows:
Definition. Let A be a common subgroup of topological groups G and 77. The
topological group G H ^ 77 is said to be the free product of the topological groups G and
77 with amalgamated subgroup A if

(i) G and 77 are topological subgroups of G HA77,
(ii) G U 77 generates GuAH algebraically, and
(hi) every pair <í>¡,^»2of continuous homomorphisms of G and 77, respectively, into
any topological group D, which agree on A, extend to a continuous homomorphism
of G UA77 into D.
Using a standard categorical argument one can prove the following existence
theorem:
Theorem A. Let G and 77 be topological groups with a common subgroup A. Let /, :
A -» G and f2: A -* 77 be the topological group isomorphisms of A onto subgroups of G
and 77, respectively. Then the amalgamated free product GuAH exists if and only if
there is a topological group E and there are continuous homomorphisms <f>,and $2 of G
and 77, respectively, into E such that 4>xand <j>2
are topological group isomorphisms of G
and 77 onto their respective images in E and <pxfx— </>2/2.
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Notation. Whenever A is a common subgroup of topological groups G and 77, we
shall denote the embeddings of A in G, and A in 77 by /, and f2, respectively.
Remarks, (i) If A — {<?},the identity element, then GuAH is simply the free
product G u 77 of the topological groups G and 77. Further, the above theorem
implies the existence of G H 77, since we can put E = G X 77.
(ii) If A is a central subgroup of G and 77, then the above theorem guarantees the
existence of G u^ 77 since we can put E = G XAH, the direct product of G and 77
with A amalgamated.
Definition [8]. A topological group G X^ 77 is said to be the direct product of its
topological subgroups G and 77, with amalgamated subgroup A if it has the properties
(i) G X A77 is algebraically generated by G U 77,

(ii) G n 77 = A,
(hi) G is contained in the centralizer of 77 in G X A77, and
(iv) if </>,and <j>2are any continuous homomorphisms of G and 77, respectively,
into any topological group E such that <|>,| A — <$>2
\ A and <t>2(G)is contained in the
centralizer of <P2(H) in E, then there exists a continuous homomorphism 4>:

GXAH -> E such that $ | G = <pxand 0 | 77 = <¡>2.
In [8] it is shown that given A a common subgroup of topological groups G and 77,
G XAH exists (and is unique) if and only if A is a central subgroup of both G and

77.
It is a routine matter to prove the uniqueness of G uA 77, if it exists. Indeed, one
can show that the underlying group structure of GuAH is that of G*AH, the
(algebraic) free product of G and 77 with A amalgamated. (The standard references
on amalgamated free products of groups are [19 and 11].) Further, the topology of
GuA 77is the finest group topology onG*AH which will induce the given topologies

on G and 77.
In [9] and this paper we restrict our attention primarily to the case when A is a
central subgroup of both G and 77. So, as remarked above, the existence (and
uniqueness) of GuAH is guaranteed. The task which we set ourselves is that of

describing the topology of G u^, 77, given that of G, 77 and A.
Of course the first task is to settle the question of Hausdorffness. Indeed, it was
shown in [9] that if A is a common closed central subgroup of Hausdorff groups G
and 77, then G u^ 77 is Hausdorff. This result includes that of Graev [5] and indeed
our argument is a (nontrivial) extension of his.
In §2 of this paper we give an alternative proof of the Hausdorffness of Gh^ 77.
This argument is much simpler than that presented in [9], but in no way replaces the
earlier proof as it provides less information.
In §4 we completely describe the topology of G u^ 77 in the case of /:w-groups. A
nice consequence of this description is the fact that GuAH is homeomorphic to
(GXAH)X F(G/A A H/A), where G XA 77 is the amalgamated direct product of
G and 77, and F(G/A A H/A) is the (Graev) free topological group on the smash
product G/A A H/A. (For a discussion of free topological groups see [14, 4, 12 and

22].)
In §3 we consider non-^-groups
where we are unable to fully describe the
topology of Gu^ 77. Nevertheless, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for

FREE products
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G u^ 77 to be a locally compact Hausdorff group, a complete metric group, and a
maximally almost periodic group. Other properties such as being a Baire space are
also investigated.
Notation.
We denote the algebraic free product of two groups G and 77 by
G * 77. Also if G and 77 are subgroups of a group E, then we use the symbol [G, 77]
to denote the set {g~'A_1gA:g E G and A E 77}.
For completeness we include the following definition from [9]: Given pseudometrics pGand pH, respectively, we define a pseudometric px on the set [G, 77] C G *A77

by
/r
ir
i\
/
t
r
/
PxUgi>A,J,lg2,A2J)
= inf (nhnlminLpy^g,,^)^,^«,,^)]

i

Q\,ai^A

(0

+min[pc(g2,a2);p//(A2,a2)];
Pc(giax,g2)

+ PH(hxa2,h2)})

where g,, g2E G and A,, A2 £ 77.
2. An alternative proof of Hausdorffness. In [9] it was proved that if A is a
common closed central subgroup of Hausdorff groups G and 77, then the amalgamated free product G UA 77 is Hausdorff. The proof was rather long and was based
on Graev's proof [5] of the Hausdorffness of the free product Gu77. Because of the
importance of this result we give a different and much shorter proof here, which
unlike the other proof may be able to be extended to the case of noncentral
amalgamations. This shorter proof depends on knowing that G n 77 is Hausdorff and
does not replace the earlier proof of [9] as it gives less information about the
topology of GuA 77. For example, later we prove that if G and 77 are Lie groups then
G U^ 77 is an ASS-group, using information available in the first proof but not this

proof.
The proof of Hausdorffness requires two preliminary results.
Proposition
1. Let A be a common central subgroup of groups G and 77 and T the
canonical homomorphism of G * 77 onto G *A77. Then an element u — ghk, where

g E G, A G 77 and k E K(G * 77) = the cartesian subgroup of G * 77, lies in the

kernel of T if and only if
(i) g = fx(a) and h = f2(aTx),for some a E A, and
(ii) k E ngp{[/,(/!), 77] U [G, f2(A)]) = the normal subgroup of K(G * 77) gener-

ated by [fx(A), 77] U [G, f2(A)].
Proof. If condition (i) is satisfied then T(gA) = e. If condition (ii) is satisfied then
T(k) = e. So together they imply that T(u) = e.
Conversely, let A be the canonical homomorphism of G*A 77 onto the amalgamated direct product G XAH. Then Y(u) = e implies AT(u) = e; that is, gh = e in
G XA 77, which implies that g = fx(a) and A = f2(a~x), for some a E A. So condition (i) is satisfied. Thus T(gh) = e and then r(gAA:) = e implies T(k) = e.
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Now we can write k — kx ■k2, where kx E ngp{[/,(y4), 77] U [G, f2(A)]) and

k2 = [g[, A',P'[g2, A'2P ■• • [g's, A;]?*,where g,' E G\fx(A) and h\ E H\f2(A) for
/=

l,...,i,

and each y, is an integer. Clearly T(kx) — e. So T(k) — e implies

T(k2) = e. But by Proposition 1 of [9] this implies that k2 — e. So k = kx and
condition (ii) is satisfied.
Notation.
In [9] we introduced a topology t on G *A77. (In the case that
A = {e}, and G*AH = G * H, this topology is still denoted by t and coincides with
the topology Graev constructs in [5].) The topology arises from pseudometrics px
defined by equation (1) of [9]. (See §1 of this paper.)
Lemma 1. Let G and 77 be Hausdorff topological groups. If S is a closed subspace of

G, then the subset [S, 77] = {s~xh~xsh: s G S, A G 77} of G * H is a closed set in the
topology t.

Proof. It suffices to show that if [g, A] is any element such that g G G\S
A G 77 \ {e} then there exists a px (of the type mentioned above) such that

and

Px([g> A], [s, A,]) > 1, for all elements [j, A,] of [S, 77].
As S is closed in G, there exists a continuous pseudometric pG on G such that
pG(g, s) > 1, for all s E S. As 77 is Hausdorff, there exists a continuous pseudomet-

ric pH on 77 such that pH(h, e) > 1. Let px, defined by equation (1) of [9] with
A = {e}, be the pseudometric corresponding to pG and pH. Then by definition

px([g, A], [s, A,]) > 1, for allí G S and A, G 77.
Corollary.
Let G and 77 be Hausdorff topological groups. If Ax and A2 are closed
subgroups of G and 77 respectively, then the normal subgroup ngp{[v4,, 77] U [G, A2]}
of G * 77 generated by [Ax, 77] U [G, A2] is a closed set in the topology t and hence

also in G H77.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and Graev [4, §4D]. (The
latter result is that if Z is a closed subspace of the completely regular Hausdorff
space Y, then ngp(Z) is a closed subspace of the free group on the set Y\{e) when
this is topologized in Graev's pseudometric fashion.)
Theorem

1. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of the Hausdorff topological

groups G and 77. Then GuAH is Hausdorff.
Proof. To prove this it suffices to show that the kernel of the canonical
homomorphism T: G H77 -> Gu^tYís closed.
By Theorem 2 of [18], Gh77 is homeomorphic to GX H X K(GuH), where
K(GuH) is topologized as a subspace of G u77. Further by Graev [5] or Khan-Morris
[9], this topology on K( G u 77) is at least as fine as the topology t mentioned above.
From Proposition 1, the kernel of T is the subspace

ÔXngp{[/,(y4),77]u[G,/2(y4)]}
of G X 77 X K(GuH) where

Q={(fx(a),f2(a-x)):aEA}.
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As fx(A) is closed in G and/2(y4) is closed in 77, the "diagonal" copy of A, namely Q,
is closed in G X 77. So to prove that the kernel of T is closed it suffices to show that

ngp{[/,(y4), 77] U [G, f2(A)]} is closed in K(GuH).

But this follows immediately

from the Corollary to Lemma 1.
3. Local compactness and other properties. In this section we investigate the
question: If G and 77 have some property P, under what circumstances does GuAH
also have property P? Some of these questions are trivially answered, for example,
connectivity, while others are not. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that GuAH
can be nondiscrete and locally compact. (This may prove to be a source of
interesting examples or counterexamples but we have not pursued this aspect here.)
This should be contrasted with the previously known result for G H 77, namely that it
is locally compact if and only if G, 77 and Gu77 are discrete or G = {e) or 77 = {e).
The first result is an immediate consequence of the fact that G HA77 is algebra-

ically generated by G U 77 and that G n 77 ¥= 0.
Proposition
2. Let A be a common subgroup (not necessarily closed or central) of
topological groups G and 77. If G and 77 are connected (respectively, path connected)
then GuAH (if it exists) is connected (respectively, path connected).

Remark. The converse of Proposition 2 is false. For example if Z, C R;, ; = 1,2,
denote copies of the discrete group of integers and the additive group of reals with
the usual topology, then the amalgamated free product
(R, XZ2)HZiXZ2(Z,

XR2)

is a path connected group (indeed it is topologically isomorphic to R,hR2) but
neither R, X Z2 nor Z, X R2 is connected.
Observing that the topology of GuAH is the finest group topology on G*AH
which induces the given topologies on G and 77, we obtain the following.
Proposition
3. Let A be a common (not necessarily central) subgroup of topological
groups G and 77. Then GliAH (if it exists) has the discrete topology if and only if G
and 77 have the discrete topology.
Theorem 2. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of the locally compact
Hausdorff groups G and 77. FAe« GuAH has no small subgroups if and only if G and
77 are Lie groups.

Proof. If GuAH has no small subgroups, then its subgroups G and 77 have no
small subgroups. But the solution to Hubert's fifth problem [7] says that a locally
compact Hausdorff group is a Lie group if and only if it has no small subgroups. So
G and 77 are Lie groups.
Conversely, if G and 77 are Lie groups then the quotient groups G/A and 77/^4 are
Lie groups. Let p, and p2 be admissible metrics on G/A and H/A, respectively.
Define the corresponding continuous pseudometrics pG and pH, on G and 77,
respectively, by pG(gx, g2) = px(gxA, g2A) and p^A,, A2) = p2(hxA, h2A). Defining px from pG and pH using equation (1) of [9] we see that px is a metric. Using
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Thompson [23] we then see that K(GuAH) in the topology t has no small
subgroups. Also it is shown in [8] that the amalgamated direct product G XAH has
no small subgroups. Let U and V be open neighbourhoods of e in G XAH and
K(GuA 77), respectively, which contain no nontrivial subgroup. Then U X F is an
open neighbourhood of e in (G X^ 77) X K(GuA 77) with the topology t, described
above. Therefore U X F is an open neighbourhood of e in G UA77. Now let S be any
subgroup of Gn^ 77 contained in U X V. If A: GUA H -» G X^ 77 is the canonical
homomorphism, then A(S) C U and hence A(S) — {e}. This imphes that 5ç{s}

X V and so S ÇVQ K(GuA 77). This implies that S = {e), and thus GuAH has
no small subgroups.
Open (¡uestion. HA is a common closed central subgroup of the Hausdorff
topological groups G and 77, where G and 77 have no small subgroups, is it
necessarily true that GuAH has no small subgroups?
Morris and Nickolas [17] prove that if G and 77 are any non trivial groups (that is,
G ¥= {e} and 77 ¥= {e}) then the only locally compact Hausdorff topology on G * 77
which makes it into a topological group is the discrete topology. Our next result
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a topology on an amalgamated free
product G *A77 to be a locally compact Hausdorff group topology.
Theorem 3. Let A be a common normal subgroup of groups G and 77 with A ¥= G
and A ¥= H. Then a group topology t, on G*AH is locally compact Hausdorff if and
only if A is locally compact Hausdorff and is an open set in t,.

Proof. If A is locally compact Hausdorff and open, then t, is clearly a locally
compact Hausdorff topology.
Conversely, if t, is locally compact Hausdorff, consider the canonical (not
necessarily continuous) homomorphism ß: (G*A 77, t,) -> (G/A * H/A, t2), where
t2 is the discrete topology. By Theorem 3 of [17] ß is a continuous map. As t2 is
discrete, the kernel of ß must be open in t, . But the kernel of ß is A ; that is, A is
open in t,. Then A is an open (and hence closed) subgroup of the locally compact
Hausdorff group (G*A 77, t,), and so it is locally compact and Hausdorff.
Remarks, (i) Since we announced the above result in [9] we have received a
preprint [1] from Alperin which shows, using an entirely different method, that the
condition "normal" can be removed in the above theorem. (Alperin's proof uses
"groups acting on trees".)
(ii) Theorem 3 does not address itself to the real question: Given A a common
subgroup of topological groups G and 77, under what conditions on A, G and 77 is
GuAH locally compact Hausdorff? We address ourselves to this question now.
Firstly we prove an important result.
Theorem 4. Let A be a common central subgroup of topological groups G and 77.
Then GuAH is homeomorphic to (G XAH) X K(GuAH), where GXAH is the
amalgamated direct product and K(GuA 77) has the topology induced as a subspace of
GuAH.

Proof. We have seen in Lemma 3 of [9] that each element u of G\lAH has a
unique representation u = yk, where k G K(GuA 77) and y = gA, g G G, A G 77.
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From this we see that there is a natural bijection

£: GuAH^(GXAH)

X A^Gh^tY).

(¿ is, in general, not a homomorphism.)
Consider the diagram

GU77

I

GUAH
A

i

GXAH
A

where ^ and A are the canonical continuous homomorphisms.

If we denote the

subspace {gA:g G G, A G 77} of Gu77 by F and the subspace {gA:g G G, A G 77}
of G u^, 77 by P, then we obtain the diagram

T

Z

p

i

GXAH.

It is shown in [8] that the map A^P is a quotient map. Thus A is a homeomorphism.
But as GUA 77 is a topological group, the product map P X K(GuA 77) — Gil,, 77,
which takes (y,k)^yk,
is continuous. Thus £~r; (G X„ 77) X K(GuA 77) ->
G u^ 77 is continuous.
Observing that £ is the composition of the continuous maps

(0
GuAH

*

yk

-»

(GXAH)

X

(GXAH)

X

(v

(GXAH)

,

X

(GuAH)

,

.y/í),

y

(i¡)
(CX,//)

X

(y

,

y

(GuAH)

yk)

-

(GX,//)

x

-

(y

,

(GXAH)

y~x

X

,

(GuAH)

yk),

X

(GuAH)

X

(GuAH)

(iii)
(GXAH)

(y

X

,

(GXAH)

X

(GuAH)

y~x

.

yk)

X

(GuAH)

X

(GuAH)

.

y

.

'-*

(GXAH)

-*

(y

,

y~x

,

yk),

(iv)

(GXAH)

(y

yk)
(GXAH)X(GuAH),

-

(y^-^yk))

= (y,k)

G (GXAH)

X K(GuAH),

we obtain that £ is also continuous, and so is a homeomorphism.
Remarks, (i) We note that it follows from the definition of G uA 77 that the map
^ is a quotient homomorphism.
(ii) Under the conditions of Theorem 4, if A is closed in G and 77 then G and 77
are closed subgroups of GuA 77, since they are closed subgroups of G XA 77.
Proposition 4. Let A be a common open central subgroup of Hausdorff topological
groups G and 77. FAe« GuA H is homeomorphic to (G XAH) X D, where D is a
discrete free group.
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Proof. By Theorem 4, GuAH is homeomorphic to (G XAH) X K(GuAH)
where K(GuAH)
is given the subspace topology. Clearly this topology on
A^Gu^ 77), is finer than the topology r, where r is the topology constructed in [9].
It is readily deduced from equation (1) of [9] that the family of all px so defined
describes a discrete topology on X, as A is open in G and 77. Further, the extensions
of these px to K(GuA 77), as described in Step 2 of [9], yields a discrete topology on
TvXGh^ 77); that is, t induces a discrete topology on K(GuA 77). Hence the topology
of GuAH, being finer than t, also induces the discrete topology on K(GuAH).
Finally, recall that Proposition 1 of [9] says that K(GuA 77) is a free group.
Remark. It is interesting to note that under the conditions of Proposition 4,
G*A 77 with the topology t is actually GuAH.
Open (¡uestion. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of Hausdorff
topological groups G and 77. What conditions on A, G and 77 are necessary and
sufficient to guarantee that G*A 77 with the topology t is GuA 77?
Corollary
1. Let A be a common open central subgroup of Hausdorff topological
groups G and 77. FAe« GuA H is locally isomorphic to G XAH.

Proof. Simply observe that the quotient group GuAH/K(GuAH)
is topologically isomorphic to GXAH and that, by Proposition 4, K(GuA 77) is discrete.
Corollary
2. Let A be a common open central subgroup of topological groups G
and 77. FAe« GuAH is a Lie group if and only if G and 77 are Lie groups.

Proof. That G u^, 77 is a Lie group follows from Corollary 1 and the observation
in [8] that an amalgamated direct product of Lie groups is a Lie group. Conversely,
if G u^ 77 is a Lie group, then so are its closed subgroups G and 77.
Corollary
3. Let A be a common central subgroup of Hausdorff topological groups
G and 77. FAe« A is an open subgroup of G\\A 77 if and only if A is an open subgroup of

both G and 77.
Proof. The only part requiring proof is that if A is open in G and 77 then A is
open in G XAH (and hence by Proposition 4, in GuAH). But A X A is open in
GXH and so its image, namely A, is open in the quotient group G XAH.
Remark. Observe that if A is an open subgroup of G u^ 77 then G and 77 (which
contain A) are also open subgroups of Gu^ 77. Conversely, if G and 77 are open in

GuA 77, then A = 77 n G is open in Gu^ 77 too.
Theorem

5. Let A be a common central subgroup of Hausdorff topological groups G

and 77 with A ¥= G and A ¥=77. FAe« GuAH is locally compact Hausdorff if and only
if A is locally compact Hausdorff and is an open subgroup of both G and 77.

Proof. If GuAH is locally compact Hausdorff then Theorem 3 says that A is
locally compact Hausdorff and is an open subgroup of Gll^ 77. Therefore A is open

in G and 77.
Conversely, assume that A is open in G and 77. Then Proposition 4 says that
GuAH is homeomorphic to (G XAH) X D, where D is discrete. The proof is
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completed by noting that an amalgamated direct product of locally compact groups

is locally compact [8].
Corollary

1. Let A be a common central subgroup of topological groups G and 77

with A ¥" G and A ¥=77. If G\lAH is locally compact Hausdorff, then it is homeomorphic to (G XA 77) X D, where D is a discrete free group.

Corollary
2. Let A be a common central subgroup of topological groups G and 77
with A ¥= G and A i= 77. FAe« GuAH is not a compact Hausdorff group.

Recall that a topological space Y is said to be a Baire space if for every closed
countable covering {Y„: n — 1,2,...} of y at least one of the Yn contains an open
set; that is, the interior of Yni= 0. The most important examples of Baire spaces are
locally compact Hausdorff spaces and complete metric spaces. We now proceed to
extend Theorem 5 to Baire spaces.
First we record a result of Sidney A. Morris and Edward T. Ordman which
appears in their (as yet) unpublished monograph on free topological groups and free
products of topological groups.
Theorem.

If G and 77 are topological groups with G =£ {e} and H ¥= {e}, then

G H77 is a Baire space if and only if G, 77 and G H77 are discrete.
Proof. If Gu77 is discrete, then it is a Baire space. Conversely, if GH77 is a Baire
space, then as Gu77 is homeomorphic to G X 77 X A(Gu77), we see that K(GuH),
being an open continuous image of a Baire space, is a Baire space. A routine
argument shows that if K(GuH) is discrete, then G, 77 and Gu77 are discrete. To
see that K(GuH) is discrete, observe that as K(GuH) has a topology finer than that
in Graev's construction [5], each of the sets gpn(A(Gu77)) is a closed subset of

K(GuH), where
gp„(A(Gu77)) = Ug,,A,]e'---

[gm,hmY™:e,EZ,

2 | e, | < «, g, G G and A, G 77, / = l,...,m>.

i=i

J

As K(GuH) is a Baire space and K(GuH) = U"=I gp„(A(Gu77)), we see that
gp„(A(Gu77)) contains an open subset U of K(GuH), for some «. So, by translating U, we obtain an open neighbourhood A of e which is wholly contained in
gp,.(7v(Gu77)), for some integer k. But for any integer /, there exists a neighbourhood A, of e such that (A,)' ç A. But it is easily verified (cf. Thompson [23]) that
unless A, = {e}, (A,)' contains words of reduced length / with respect to the free

basis [G, 77]\{e} of K(GuH). Thus (A,)' t£ A, for sufficiently large /, unless
N¡ = {e}, as A Ç gpk(K(GuH)). Thus N, = {e} and K(GuH) is discrete, as
required. This completes the proof of Morris and Ordman's theorem.
Now we can prove the result we want.
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Theorem 6. Let A be a common central subgroup of topological groups G and 77 with
A ¥= G and A ¥^ 77. FAe« GuAH is a Baire space if and only if A is an open subgroup

of G and 77 and G XAH is a Baire space.
Proof. If G h^, 77 is a Baire space then so is its quotient group G/A u77/^4. But
by the Morris-Ordman theorem above, this implies that G/A and 77/^4 are discrete.
So A is open in G and 77. As G X A77 is an open continuous image of G HA77, it is a
Baire space.
Conversely, if A is open in G and 77, then G HA77 is homeomorphic to (G XA 77)
X D, where D is discrete. So if G XA 77 is a Baire space, then so too is Gu,, 77.
Remark. It is clear that if G and 77 are Baire spaces then so is G XA 77. However,
the converse is false. For example, if Q, C R(, /' = 1,2, denote the groups of rational
numbers and real numbers with their usual topologies, then
(R, XQ2)XQ|XQ2(Q,

is a Baire space as it is topologically isomorphic

XR2)

to R, X R2, however, neither

R, X Q2 nor Q, X R2 is a Baire space.
However, we do not know the answer to the
Open (¡uestion. Let A be a common open central subgroup of topological groups G
and 77. If G X^ 77 is a Baire space, are G and 77 necessarily Baire spaces?
In the special case of complete metric groups we can obtain the desired result.
Firstly we state an obvious result.
Proposition
5. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of topological groups G
and 77. FAe« G XAH is a complete metric group if and only if G and H are complete
metric groups.

Theorem 7. Let A be a common central subgroup of topological groups G and 77 with
A ¥= G and A ¥= 77. FAe« GuAH is a complete metric group if and only if A is an open
subgroup of G and 77, and G and 77 are complete metric groups.

Proof. The same argument as in Theorem 6 shows that GuAH is a complete
metric group if and only if G X A77 is a complete metric group and A is open in G
and 77. The result then follows from Proposition 5.
Corollary.
If A is a common central subgroup of topological groups G and 77 such
that GilA 77 is a complete metric group, then GuAH is homeomorphic to (G XA 77) X
D, where D is a discrete free group.

We now turn to the consideration of maximally almost periodic (MAP-) groups.
Recall that a topological group is said to be MAP if it admits a continuous
one-to-one homomorphism into a compact Hausdorff group. For example, every
locally compact abelian group and every compact Hausdorff group is a MAP-group.
Using the main result of Hulanicki [6], Morris [13] showed that if G and 77 are
MAP-groups then G n77 is a MAP-group. {The reader's attention is drawn to the
corrigendum [13]. The error pointed out there is carried over from Hulanicki [6],
however the proofs of the relevant Theorem 2.11 of Morris [13] and the main
theorem of Hulanicki are correct.}
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The following lemma is probably well known and its proof is obvious.
Lemma 2. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of a MAP-group G. Then G/K is a

Proposition
6. Let A be a common compact central subgroup of MAP-groups G and
H. Then the amalgamated direct product G XAH is a MAP-group.

Proof. If G and 77 are MAP-groups, then clearly G X 77 is a MAP-group. Then
G XAH being a quotient group of the MAP-group G X 77 by a compact Hausdorff
central subgroup is, by Lemma 1, a MAP-group.
Theorem

8. Let A be a common compact central subgroup of topological groups G

and 77. FAe« G\1AH is a MAP-group if and only if G and 77 are MAP-groups.
Proof. If GuAH is a MAP-group then clearly its subgroups G and 77 are
MAP-groups.
Conversely, let x ^ e be any element of G uA 77. It suffices to show that there is a
continuous homomorphism of x into a compact Hausdorff group which does not
map x to the identity element. Indeed, it is enough to show that there exists a
continuous homomorphism of G into a MAP-group which does not map x to the
identity element. If x G K(GuAH) then the canonical homomorphism of G\lAH

into the MAP-group G X^ 77 is such a map. If x E K(GuA 77) then Proposition 1 of
[9], shows that the canonical homomorphism ß of GuAH onto G/^4 uH/A is the
required map, because G/AuH/A
being the free product of MAP-groups is, as
noted above, a MAP-group.
Closely related to the concept of MAP-group is that of locally invariant (or SIN-)
group. A topological group is said to be locally invariant if every neighbourhood of
the identity contains a neighbourhood invariant under all inner automorphisms.
Every abelian topological group and every compact Hausdorff group is locally
invariant. Within the class of connected locally compact Hausdorff abelian groups
the properties "locally invariant" and "maximally almost periodic" coincide. However, there exist locally compact groups which are MAP-groups but not locally
invariant and vice-versa.
We have seen that free products of MAP-groups are MAP-groups. However, the
situation is quite different for locally invariant groups. Indeed, Morris [15] proved
that if G and 77 are connected locally compact (locally invariant) Hausdorff groups
with G ¥" (e} and 77 ^ {e}, then Gu77 is not locally invariant. Thus the following
positive result is of interest.
Theorem 9. Let A be a common open central subgroup of Hausdorff topological
groups G and 77. FAe« GuAH is a locally invariant group.

Proof. As A is open in G and 77, Corollary 3 of Proposition 4 implies that A is
open in GuAH. From this and the centrahty of A, it immediately follows that
G uA H is locally invariant.
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A topological group is said to be almost locally invariant if it admits a continuous
one-to-one homomorphism into a locally invariant group. Of course, locally invariant groups are almost locally invariant but the converse is false [21]. However,
every connected locally compact almost locally invariant group is locally invariant

[21].
Ordman and Morris observed that free products of almost locally invariant groups
are almost locally invariant. Noticing that they also have a result (Proposition 2)
which is the analogue of our Lemma 2 for almost locally invariant groups we can use
an argument exactly like that in Theorem 8 to obtain
Theorem 10. Let A be a common compact central subgroup of Hausdorff topological
groups G and 77. FAe« GuAH is almost locally invariant if and only if G and 77 are
almost locally invariant.

Open questions. (1) If A is a common closed central subgroup of MÁP-groups G
and 77, is G UA77 necessarily a MAP-group?
(2) If A is a common closed central subgroup of almost locally invariant
Hausdorff groups G and 77, are GXAH and G\lAH necessarily almost locally
invariant groups?

4. ^-groups. For general topological groups we have proved (Theorem 4) that
GH^ 77 is homeomorphic to (G XA 77) X K(GuA 77), where K(GuA 77) is topologized as a subspace of G u^ 77. However, we do not know exactly what the topology
of K(GuAH) is. The best we can say is that it is finer than that used in the
construction presented in [9]. However, for ¿^-groups we are able to satisfactorily
describe the topology of K(G\lA 77), and hence also of Gn^ 77. {A Hausdorff space
X is said to be a ku-space [18] with k^-decomposition X = UXn, if Xx, X2,... are
compact subsets of X, Xn ç Xn+X for all «, and the Xn's determine the topology of X
in the sense that a subset A of X is closed if and only if A D Xn is compact, for all
«.}
Theorem 11. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of ku-groups G and 77.
Then the cartesian subgroup K(GuA H) of GuAH is the Graev free topological group

F(G/A A 77/y4) on the smash product of G/A and H/A.
Proof.

[Recall that the smash product [2] of G/^4 and 77/^4 is the quotient space

of G/y4 X H/A obtained by identifying the set ({e} X T7/.4) U (G/A X {e}) with
Theorem 4 of [18] says that in Gu77, the set [G, 77] = {g~xh~xgh: g G G, A G 77}
has the smash product topology G A 77, while in G/A uH/A the set [G/A, H/A]
has the topology of G/A A H/A. Thus the canonical homomorphism A: Gu77 -»
G/AuH/A,
when restricted to [G, 77], is a quotient map of [G, 77] onto
[G/A, H/A]. It is readily verified (and well known) that if X and Y are completely
regular spaces and <i>is a quotient mapping of X onto Y, then the canonical
homomorphism of the free topological group on X onto the free topological group
on Y which extends <i>is also a quotient map. Thus we obtain a quotient homomor-

phism of F(G A 77) onto F(G/A A H/A). But Theorem 5 of [18]says that K(GuH)
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is F(G A 77) and K(G/A UH/A) is F(G/y4 A H/A). So A, restricted to A(Gu77), is
a quotient homomorphism
diagram

A(GU77)

of K(GuH)

*

onto K(G/AuH/A).

K(GUAH)

t

Now consider the

K(G/AuH/A).

Observing that ¥ and A are surjective continuous homomorphisms, that A is
injective and that A¥ — A is a quotient homomorphism we see that A is a
topological group isomorphism of K(GuA 77) onto K(G/A uH/A). Thus K(GuAH)

is F(G/A A 77/y4).
As an immediate corollary of Theorems 4 and 11 and the fact that a finite product
of A„-spaces is a A„-space [20] we obtain
Theorem

12. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of A„-groups G and 77.

FAe« Gu^ 77 is a ku-group and is homeomorphic to (G XA 77) X F(G/A A H/A),
where F(G/A

A H/A)

is the Graev free topological group on the smash product of

G/A and H/A.
Remarks. In [10] it is shown that if the Hausdorff group G is algebraically
generated by the A:„-space 1= UA^ and G has the finest group topology which will
induce the given topology on X, then G is a A„-space with ^^-decomposition
G = L)gpn(Xn), where gp„(A;) denotes the set (Xn U (A",,)-1 U {e})". In particular
if X = U Xn is a k„-space, then the free topological group on X has A:„-decomposition
F(X) = U gp„(Xn). Thus we can use Theorem 12 to write down a k„-decomposition

of G UA77.
Note that a different k„-decomposition can also be written down easily. If G and
77 have A:„-decompositions G = U G„ and 77 = U 77„, respectively, then GuAH has
k„-decomposition GuA H = Ugp„(G„ U 77„). [This is so since GuAH has the finest
group topology which will induce the given topology on the subspace G U 77 of

Gu^TF]
In [18] it was proved that if G,, H¡, i = 1,2, the A:„-groups with G, homeomorphic
to G2 and 77, homeomorphic to H2, then G, n77, is homeomorphic to G2u772. We
now record a result for amalgamated free products which includes this as a special
case.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 12 we have
Theorem

13. Let A¡ be a common closed central subgroup of the ku-groups G¡ and

H„ for i =1,2. If
(a) G, X^ 77, is homeomorphic to G2XA 772, and
(b) Gx/Ax A Hx/Ax is homeomorphic to G2/A2 A H2/A2,
then GXUA 77, is homeomorphic to G2UA H2.

Corollary
1. 7/G,, 77,are k „-groups for i = 1,2 such that
(i) G, X 77, is homeomorphic to G2X H2, and
(ü) G, A 77, is homeomorphic to G2 A 772,
then G, U77, is homeomorphic to G2UH2.
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Corollary
2. 7/G,, 77, are ku-groups for i = 1,2 with G, homeomorphic to G2 and
77, homeomorphic to 772, then G, u77, is homeomorphic to G2ilH2.

In §3 we were unable to find necessary and sufficient condtions on A, G and 77 for
G UA77 to be a Baire space. For the A„-case we can find such conditions. Observe
firstly that a A„-group is a Baire space if and only if it is locally compact [16]. So
from Theorem 5 and Theorem 12 we deduce
Theorem 14. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of k „-groups G and 77,
with A ¥= G and A =/=H. Then GuA 77 is a Baire space if and only if A is an open
subgroup of both G and 77, and A is a locally compact group.

In §3 we settled the question of when G UA 77 is a complete metric group. For
A„-groups we can decide when G uA 77 is a metric group. The key observation is that
a metric A„-space is locally compact [3]. Consequently, from Theorems 12 and 5 we
can deduce
Theorem 15. 7.ei A be a common closed central subgroup of k„-groups G and 77,
with A ¥= G and A ¥= 77. Then GuAH is a metric group if and only if A is an open
subgroup of both G and H and A is a metric group.

For a moment we digress from our consideration of A„-groups and prove a
theorem for more general groups which we shall then strengthen in the case of
A„-groups.
Theorem

16. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of Hausdorff groups G and

77. If G, is a closed subgroup of G, 77, is a closed subgroup of77, G, DA, and 77, D A,
then
(i) the subgroup D = gp(G, U 77,) of G XAH is closed in G XAH and is topologically isomorphic to G, XAHX, and

(ii) ?Aesubgroup E = gp(G, U 77,) of GuAH is closed in GuA 77.
Proof. The natural map y: G X 77 -» G XA 77 is a quotient map [8] and as G, and
77, both contain A, we see that y~'(gp(G, U 77,)) = G, X 77,, which is closed in
G X 77. Thus D = gp(G, U 77,) is closed in G XA 77. Further, the kernel {(a, a~x):
a G A) of the map y is contained in G, X 77,. Thus y restricted to G, X 77, is an
open map of G, X 77, onto D and has kernel {(a, a '): a G A). Thus D is
topologically isomorphic to G, XAHX.
It is clear that the group E is algebraically the amalgamated free product GX*A77,.
Note that Gu^ 77 is homeomorphic to (G X^ 77) X K(GuA 77), where K(GuA 77)
has the subspace topology, and observe that under this homeomorphism D maps to
(G, XA 77,) X V, where Fis the subgroup of K(GuA 77) generated by [G,, 77,]. The
previous paragraph tells us that G, XA 77, is closed in G X^ 77, so to prove that E is
closed we only have to show that V is closed in K(G uA 77).
Of course we do not know what the topology on K(GuA 77) is, but we do know
that it is finer than the topology t described in [9]. Thus to prove that E is closed, it
suffices to show that V is closed in the topology t. Using an argument similar to that
of Lemma 1 we can show that [G,, 77,] is a closed subset of [G, 77] C K(GuA 77) in
the topology t. Then by Graev [4, §4D], it follows that V = gp[G,, 77,] is closed in t.
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Remarks, (i) Theorem 16(h) says less than we would like it to say. It would be
nice if E were, in fact, topologically isomorphic to G, u^ 77,—but this is probably
too much to hope for in general. However, it is true for A„-groups. We see this in
Theorem 17.
(ii) If the conditions that G, D A and 77, D A were dropped in Theorem 16, it is
plausible that the subgroup gp(G, U 77,) of G XA 77 would be topologically isomorphic to G, X^ 77,, where Ax = G, n77, C G XAH. However, the following example shows that this is not the case.
Example. Let G = R, 77 = R and A = aL = gp({a}) Ç R, where a is an irrational number. Let G, = Z C G and 77, = Z C 77. Then G X 77 is topologically
isomorphic to R X R, and G X A77 is topologically isomorphic to R X T, where T is
the circle group. As A H Gx = {e} and A D 77, = (e}, we might expect that the

subgroup gp(G, U 77,) of GXAH would be G, X 77, (that is, G, X^ 77,, where
Ax = G, fl 77, = {e}), but G, X 77, = Z X Z and R X T does not contain any
subgroup topologically isomorphic to Z X Z.
Theorem 17. Let A be a common closed central subgroup of A„-groups G and 77. If
G, is a closed subgroup of G, and 77, is a closed subgroup of H, G, DA and HXD A,

then the subgroup E = gp(G, U 77,) of GuA 77 is topologically isomorphic to G, UA77,.
Proof. We have already noted, in Theorem 16, that E is algebraically the
amalgamated free product G, *A77,, and that it is homeomorphic to (G, XAHX) X V,
where V is the subgroup of K(GuAH)
generated by [G,,77,]. So in view of

Theorems 11 and 12 it only remains to show that V is F(GX/A A 77,/A). Recalling
that K(GuA 77) is F(G/A A H/A), (by Theorem 11) and that V is generated by
the closed subspace [G,, 77,] of [G, 77], Theorem 3 of [10] implies that V is the
(Graev) free topological group on [G,, 77,]. Here [G,, 77,] has the induced topology
from G/A A 77/y4 which is readily seen to be G,/y4 A Hx/A. So V is indeed
F(G,/y4 A Hx/A).
The proof of our final result is quite routine and so is omitted.
Theorem

18. Let A, B and C be any topological groups. Then the amalgamated free

product (A X B)UA(A X C) exists and is topologically isomorphic to A X (BuC). If
A, B and C are Hausdorff then (A X B)UA(A X C) is Hausdorff. If A, B and C are
k„-groups, then (A X B)UA(A X C) is homeomorphic to A X B X C X F(B A C).
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